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LAKES BY THE BAY SOUTH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT MINUTES OF MEETING

A regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Lakes by the Bay South Community Development District was held on Tuesday, January 28, 2020 at 9:30 a.m. at the Isles at Bayshore Club, 21864 SW 93rd Path, Cutler Bay, Florida 33190.

Present and constituting a quorum:
Michele Harris Bill Pacetti Elaine Rodriquez Ana Jo
Dorothy Morales Also present were:
Juliana Duque Andressa Navarette Vanessa Steinerts Jennifer Lora Chantel Alvear
 Chairman Vice Chairman
Assistant Secretary (phone) Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary



Governmental Management Services Governmental Management Services District Counsel
First Service Residential Resident



Segment I:
FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll	Call	and	Pledge	of
Allegiance
Ms.  Duque called  the meeting  to order and called the roll.	Ms. Duque led the pledge of allegiance.

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESSS	Approval of the Minutes of the
December 17, 2019 Meeting
Ms. Duque: The next item is the approval of the minutes of the December 17, 2019 meeting. This is the moment to present any additions, corrections or deletion to those. If there is none, a motion to approve will take place.
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On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor the minutes of the December 17, 2019 meeting were approved
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THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Ratification of First Amendment
to Small Project Agreement with People's Choice Pressure Cleaning, Inc.
Ms. Duque: The next item is ratification of first amendment to a small project agreement with People's Choice Pressure Cleaning. Motion to ratify it will take place.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Rodriquez with all in favor, ratifying the First Amendment to Small Project Agreement with People's Choice Pressure Cleaning, Inc. was approved.


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
	Attorney

Ms. Duque: Staff reports. Attorney.
 Staff Reports
Ms. Steinerts: I have no report today thank you.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much Vanessa. Welcome.


	Engineer

Ms. Duque: There is nothing to report under the engineer.


	Club Manager
	Monthly Report
	Presentation from Recrea Group, Inc. for 2020 Events

Ms. Lora: Can we present Lino first before we go through the report?
Ms. Duque: Sure, let's do that. Just for the record Lino, can you please state your name and the company?
Mr. Aponte: My name is Lino Aponte, Recrea USA. Thank you very much. We just want to check all the events that we have for this year. This year we are going to start with a movie night, February 28. I brought some videos so you can check how this actually is going to be, the screen, the sound system also the food trucks. After that we

are going to do the Bingo. The Bingo is an activity we already did last year. That is for family and adults. Another type of event we are going to do is ice cream social. We are trying to bring some characters to take pictures and chat with the kids.

(At this point there was music playing so Mr. Aponte was hard to hear)


Mr. Aponte: Our next theme will be like a Toy Story night with Buzz Lightyear, Woody and Jessie. We are going to do games also. We are also going to have the Trivia night like last year and it was awesome. Then a magic show. We used to do the magic with a pool party but this time we are going to make a change. We are going to have the magic show but for the pool party we are going to do a reptile show. Then we are going to have our pool party. This year we are going to call it pool party bash. It is going to be something like this. We are going to do the pool, activities to the side of the pool.

(At this point there was music playing again)


Mr. Aponte: So that is the new ideas. All our events for the family but we want to do something just for adults. We are planning on trying to do like a retro night, like this. We bring DJ's and entertainers.
Ms. Lora: My idea with the retro also once we get it approved is to invite vendors from around Cutler Bay to put up a table and bring samples of your food if it is a restaurant or whatever so this way, we have extra stuff to give out. During our fall festival we had residents ask if we can put up a haunted house this year.
Mr. Aponte: Ok. We already did that activity for another community. I am going to show you the activity. They get assigned  groups  with  a hostess.  Another  that  we did last year was the Tree Lighting. We bring the DJ. Another movie night and Santa  Claus and Friends. We are going to do it on December 12.
Ms. Lora: You have a copy.
Mr. Aponte: Thank you very much. Ms. Harris: What is the dog show? Mr. Aponte: We have a video tape.
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Ms. Lora: Kids like all that stuff.
Ms. Jo: I wanted to ask you on the package that you are offering, would you video tape the event, not the entity but at least so we can post it on our website.
Mr. Aponte: Yes. I am trying to do some videos, maybe we add a video package. Ms. Lora: Maybe for the big events.
Mr. Aponte: That is a nice idea.
Ms. Jo: They don't have to be too long because if they are too long people don't watch them.
Mr. Aponte: We try to do like 30 seconds or a minute.
Ms. Jo: Just so people have an idea and say, oh my God, I want to be there. Ms. Lora: Do you have a sample of a video of the reptile show?
Mr. Aponte: No.
Ms. Lora: I have seen it other places. What they do, they bring out a little baby croc. Does anybody have any questions for Lino?
Mr. Aponte: Thank you for coming.
Ms. Harris: Thank you. You did a great job last year.
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Ms. Lora: Going through our report. The activities calendar basically, Lino did the presentation for us. There are other items that we are adding which is our Arts & Crafts that we normally do. The nights that he has there with characters, remember we tried to bring an ice cream social. That is going to tie in, not just give an ice cream social, we will have the characters to be able to supplement and entertain everybody at the same time. Last year we were able to collect $24,160 with our party rentals from our rooms. That is from October 2018 to December. We sent certified letters to two people who hit our gates. I got one returned undeliverable so I am waiting to hear back from the second one. The lamps were replaced in the gym and the playroom. Tony finally changed out our baskets and our planters outside. I don't know if everybody got a chance to see them. They came out very nice.
Ms. Harris: Really nice. They finally give a purpose to those pedestal things.
Ms. Lora: You have several estimates there. One is for the window tinting. It is the same person who came and he did the tinting in the guardhouses. He counted I believe
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it is 1,300 feet. The estimate that you have in your package changed a little bit. I am going to pass out this one.
Ms. Duque: Before you move to that section, I think we should go back to the Recrea Group because there is a need perhaps to do a motion if the Board would like to move forward with the description of the events that we saw today.  The amount we need to make sure that we approve this unless we have those set and we go by events, it is going to be up to the Board.
Ms. Harris: It is paid for with the $24,000 and she still has leftovers so I think it is a no brainer in my opinion. It makes everybody happy. It is $18,295 and that is a full calendar year.
Ms. Jo: My only concern is we don't have too many because I don't want to get bored and say, oh, what I saw is very nice but look at the calendar, we are having at least three times going on every month.
Ms. Lora: They will come.
Ms. Jo: My only concern is that people show up. I don't want something we are having an activity and only four or five people show up.
Ms. Duque: I think we will play it by ear.
Ms. Lora: We can adjust. Let's say the ice cream social isn't too popular and it is an hour, then we can take it out. We can work with it as we go.
Ms. Duque: What we can do is a not to exceed amount which is what they have presented as $18,295. We can do a not to exceed amount so that way Jen can play with the money that we are going to have for the events. On our budget for this fiscal year we also approved $15,000. That is how much we have for our special events. This is out of the amount that we collect from the parties. What we need to do is transfer money if that is the case if we need to. What I am trying to say is $15,000 - $18,000, we are pretty much close if there is events that for some reason we don't have or we don't host there is savings.
Ms. Lora: We could still add stuff to it too.
Ms. Harris: With the two amounts added together and we see that they are really popular and we wanted to add more we can always do that.
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Ms. Jo: The $24,000 that we received from parties, is there room for improvement that we could get more?
Ms. Lora: Now with our new room, once we start renting it out, we might because this way we can have an activity in this room and that room at the same time. If it is the grand room, we can only rent out the grand room.
Ms. Duque: Ana remember that when we had that discussion at one of our workshop sections the Board agreed that if you are having two parties during the same time since we are collecting from both parties, we can use the security company to assist for a couple of hours too. That will help the front desk staff with the two events.
Ms. Jo: If we are having two parties, we also need to take into consideration the cleaning as well. There is going to be a lot of people and a lot of mess.
Ms. Duque: There is a cleaning fee.
Ms. Harris: Then I am going to go ahead and make a motion that we accept the Recrea Group with a not to exceed of $18,295 for calendar year 2020.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in  favor authorizing a not to exceed amount of $18,295 for  events for the calendar year 2020 with Recrea Group, Inc.  was approved.


Ms. Lora: We received complaints from residents that have rented out our pool tables that the fans are not in working condition. We really need to consider this year to change them. I was talking to Henry and to two other vendors and what they are recommending is that we put light fixtures on the ceiling and put two commercial grade fans on the sidewalls. This way it can circulate better. The ceiling is way too high so whatever fan we put there we really are not going feel it.
Ms. Jo: What is a commercial grade fan?
Ms. Harris: Usually they are good but they are ugly.
Ms. Lora: They make nice ones now. We are researching.
Ms. Duque: I think what we can do is for Jen to bring us some ideas and proposals.
Ms. Lora: We need to repair 12 chairs. You have the estimate in your package and there is 17 that need to be replaced. The ones that need to be repaired are $1,650
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and the ones that need to be replaced are $4,811. That is with Roberts Aluminum. He has been doing the pool equipment.
Ms. Jo: What about the umbrellas, do we need to replace umbrellas?
Ms. Lora: We have one that just recently broke that is on the side that I am going to tell him to add.
Ms. Duque: Just for the Board to be aware is what Robert does is he comes to the clubhouse. He meets with Jen. They walk the property and look at all of the chairs and all of the pool furniture. From there he will tell Jennifer I believe this can be repaired. This because of the frame is already in bad shape, you need to toss or dispose. Anything that we need to dispose you know how the process goes. We will follow that procedure if that is the case. This as Jen mentioned, the units that need to be repaired and the units that need to replaced.
Ms. Jo: We do that once a year. Ms. Lora: Technically as they break.
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Ms. Jo: As they break, but they will be for a major break. In between we also need to do maintenance especially because of the mildew, how do we incorporate the maintenance part? Back then I remember the staff from here every so often they would clean a batch.
Ms. Duque: So that is what needs to be done, perhaps get together with the cleaning person and make sure that is being addressed. I know that is being done through maintenance because the cleaning means pressure cleaning too.
Ms. Jo: I am just telling you what was done before, as long as we do maintenance. Ms. Lora: I will look into that.
Ms. Jo: They need to be cleaned. Ms. Lora: Ok.
Ms. Duque: In terms of the two proposals that are being presented by Jen from Roberts Aluminum, how would the Board like to proceed?
Ms. Jo: I so move.


On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor accepting proposals from Robert's Aluminum to repair 12 chairs for $1,650 and replace 17 chairs for $4,811 was approved.
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Ms. Harris: Can I ask one question especially with summer coming, do we have any type of rule that says they have to put a towel over the chairs?
Ms. Duque: It is not on the rules for the clubhouse but the sign says that. Ms. Harris: That would help.
Ms. Duque: You wouldn't believe you will lose a towel. Ms. Jo: There is just so much we can enforce.
Ms. Harris: At least if it is there.
Ms. Lora: I went with Henry into the gym and somebody using the weights hit the wall so he is working on an estimate to replace that piece of drywall there. He is researching. He is either going to put rubber but he also recommended Plexiglas.
Ms. Jo: My suggestion and an idea which I discussed with Chantel was maybe to replace it with durock and besides the durock to put like a metal sheet, something that it would withstand.
Ms. Lora: How about rubber?
Ms. Alvear: The rubber might do the same thing.
Ms. Lora: The thing with the metal is, I am afraid with the weights it is going to have scuff marks and then it is going to look terrible. He is researching it. Another item that I had put on the list for him to give us estimates and I believe he gave it to Juliana is going back to when we rent the pool tables for parties, we have to try to cover up the vending machines. So, what the guys have been doing so far is trying to cover them up with our tablecloths because people don't want them in their pictures. We looked outside and we figured the best location for them would be by the bathrooms. The only thing is we have to move the load for the electric plug. I believe you have the estimate for us.
Ms. Duque: Maybe that is something we can discuss during the workshop section because we might need to do a field trip and look so you guys can understand what is behind Jennifer's idea. So, let's leave that for workshop section. You have the proposal under workshop section.
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Ms. Jo: Since we are talking about the gym, what about the water fountain? It looks pretty bad. Remember the one that we saw Juliana?
Ms. Lora: It needs to be replaced.
Ms. Duque: For Jen to look into different ideas to replace the fountain.
Ms. Lora: I called the Salvation Army, they are coming out to pick up the rest of the paintings. They are in the hallway there. They should be picked up February 7th that is why you see them there in the hallways. In the new room we have blinds and in my office is another blind that is broken that we are trying to get replaced. I believe that FCC Carpentry sent us estimate for $839 to replace the blinds in all three of the windows.
Ms. Jo: Do we have that proposal?
Ms. Duque: It was received recently by Jen, actually yesterday. Ms. Jo: What type of blinds?
Ms. Lora: Same ones so we don't have to change all of them. Ms. Duque: Those were not in good condition.
Ms. Jo: Have them check all of them so we replace or whatever we need to do all at once.
Ms. Duque: If this ok then I will get together with Jennifer then to process this.
Ms. Lora: The last thing I wanted to address was the pricing of the new room, the pricing of the rentals for the new room. If you go back to the front.
Ms. Duque: If we are changing the prices of the rental of the room, remember that we need to go through the process of rule hearing. So, we need to advertise the public hearing, we did to discuss what items need to be changed in terms of the rule and regulations. If we need to add a price or change the price, unless there is just direction from the Board at this moment to keep renting the other room in the same price that we are doing this one. No changes at all.
Ms. Lora: My idea was to raise it a little bit. Right now, this room is rented out Monday through Thursday for $115. Friday, Saturday and Sunday it is $140. My idea was to have it rented out for $125 during the weekdays given that it is a little bit bigger and then $150 during the weekend. Keep the deposits and the cleaning fee the same.
Ms. Harris: I like the idea. It is a bigger  room.  If you tell people you are going  to  get this room or that room, they are going to take that room. If somebody wants to do a
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class of karate on a weekend, they are not going to be able to because someone is having a birthday party. I think should be a little bit more.
Ms. Jo: Do you think it is good to raise the rents?
Ms. Harris: I don't think it hurts. That room is so much bigger, like I said, we want to have some other type of classes going on that maybe yoga or something and if somebody is having a party than they can't have a yoga class in there so I would like to see more of a difference.
Ms. Jo: More of a difference and in this case, would you guys raise the price of rooms?
Ms. Duque: We are doing a public hearing and we are changing this specific price. It is necessary to perhaps go back to the entire rules and regulations and see if there is any other need in terms of changing certain rules so we tackle all of them at the same time.
Ms. Lora: We modified the prices of the rental last time.


(Melissa Rodriquez spoke at this time but could not be heard, she attended by phone)

Ms. Duque: Correct yes, that can be included during the public hearing and be part of the general items in the price for the multi-purpose rooms.
Ms. Lora: I would suggest purchasing additional tables because we only have six and we only have 30 chairs to make it up to 1,00. This way we at least, we have a rounded number.
Ms. Duque: What Elaine is saying for some reason someone didn't hear it, she is saying we discussed back at that time to rent the chairs and tables when someone is having a party so we could include those prices as part of the general items that you are currently seeing on the list.
Ms. Jo: That is a good idea. The cleaning, is that enough? It is a little low.
Ms. Lora: We have in the contract and in the rules for the rentals that if we incur any additional cleaning, we are able to deduct from your deposit. I believe there is an amount in it but I would have to revisit the rule and let you know what it is. We have the capacity to take it out of the deposit.
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Ms. Duque: Since we are not ready to make that set, why don't we have homework which is to look at those rules and regulations and see what else needs to be revised and changed so we can give proper direction to the attorney in terms of the items that are going to. be revised. Remember by law we have certain days to advertise the public hearing and the notice and we have to make sure we have those days, 29 days. That would give us the space to accommodate, ok it is in this specific date that we have a meeting.
Ms. Jo: Can you send us the rules and regulations so we can review them? Ms. Lora: I will email them to you.
Ms. Duque: Jen has them. I have them too, but Jen will email to everyone so we can see what points we would like to address with the attorney.
Ms. Harris: So, we can start using the room in the front. Why don't we temporarily make a direction to keep it at the same price but when you do rent it, just let them know that this is temporary till the Board goes through its process, otherwise we can't use it.
Ms. Lora: We have had inquiries already about when can we rent the room.
Ms. Harris: I would like to do a temporary direction from the Board that we keep at the same price that we have for this room till we are ready to change.
Ms. Duque: Under our rules and regulations, we have for the general items the pricing for the multi-purpose rooms and we have said the amount. The same amounts are going to be applied for this room and the new room.
Ms. Harris: Until we revisit.
Ms. Duque: Correct, until we have our public hearing.
Ms. Harris: The other thing I would like to say is maybe Jen and Ana can work together when they come back to us if Ana doesn't mind to the next meeting so we can move this forward as quickly as possible.
Ms. Duque: Perfect.
Ms. Lora: That is it for me.
Ms. Harris: I would like to add one thing that I don't have but Juliana has. I don't know if she is ready to pass it out yet.
Ms. Duque: Just for clarity of the record because I think we mentioned it, but I think it wasn't clear Vanessa was just reminding right now. We discussed the blinds so
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the direction from the Board will be for Jennifer and myself to work together. Once again it is $800. This is part of the repairs and maintenance of the club so we can tackle this item without a need of a motion.
Ms. Harris: I got an email from Melissa.
Ms. Duque: I would like to pass to the Board of Supervisors an email that we received.
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Ms. Harris: This is what I was talking about. Melissa sent this to me and Juliana and I would like to just read it out loud so it becomes part of the record. Good morning Ms. Vasquez. As a resident of the community since 2005 when I first purchased my home, my family and I was not as pleased, much less excited with what the clubhouse represented or had to offer until recently. With this said, I am reaching out to you because having Ms. Lora as clubhouse director has changed the community for the better and her efforts should not go unnoticed nor unrecognized. The clubhouse is not only lovelier but cleaner. She truly has managed to create a much needed ambiance. The most important point here is that Ms. Lora is an asset to us all. Since I also have witnessed that dealing with high maintenance residents can be trying yet Ms. Lora is truly professional in keeping her poise. I too was frustrated last year with unnecessary ongoing transponder issues that once brought to her attention were handled in the timely manner and with genuine care. Last but not least, I must commend you both for the latest extra ordinary resident events that are being offered, particularly Painting with a Twist, which brings family and residents together to enjoy each other's company. Have a blessed New Year. Respectfully, Mariah Rivas. Congratulations we don't get many of these. I totally agree with everything they said.
Ms. Duque: That is not the only email that we have received. I want to express to the Board that I have received about three to five emails, all of them expressed the same sentiment that Michele just read. There fs an actually another email from another resident thanking Jennifer, the Board of Supervisors and myself. They are saying, Thank you so much to the five Supervisors, to Jennifer and you Juliana for the fantastic job that you are doing for this District Community. When I first came in to live in this community, I had a lot of problems. I dealt with very unprofessional behavior from everyone including the District, sad to express but I am being honest. I was a little worried what I had gotten
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myself into. Since all of the changes took place, I have been absolutely happy and the feeling when you go to the clubhouse is fantastic. Everything is turning around and I do not have words to express how happy and the feelings I have every time I go to the clubhouse. Thank you so much to the entire team. It is truly hard work and dedication that you guys have shown during this past year. Thank you so much. I will send those emails to all of you so you can have them. I will make sure they are part of the records as well.
Ms. Harris: That is nice. I think we are making a difference. I think that all of us are making a difference and working together as a team is the most important thing that we can do, the five of us to help our community. We are all elected by our neighbors so let's all work together as a team to continue on this road.
Ms. Lora: And I face challenges with my team but I guess we are all on the same
page.
Ms. Duque: Congratulations Jen and to the staff too. Please pass those words to
the staff.
Ms. Lora: I will.


	Gate Updates

Ms. Duque: We do have gate updates. The only thing that I would like to mention before Jen presents the report if you have any.
Ms. Lora: No, I don't. The only thing that we have to mention is that we put the padlocks on the operators.
Ms. Duque: Perfect.
Ms. Harris: Can we paint them so they don't look so awful? Ms. Lora: I will ask them to paint them white.
Ms. Duque: Under the gate report, the only item that I would like to report and you know when it's something about the gate, Jen is always on top of it trying to work together. When it comes to issues or concerns, we have always, like a one on one and Michele since she was appointed as a Board of Supervisor. There is actually an exchange of emails if any of you would like to have it, please let me know and I will send that. It is going to be part of today's records too. I have the email with me. The email was sent to

13
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Envera because they installed the sign. As you can see the picture was taken by Jennifer. The sign is covered by the delineators.
Ms. Lora: This is a sign that about three months ago a car ran over when they were going through the entrance gate on 93rd. We have been fighting for three months to get it replaced. They finally came out and they installed it incorrectly.
Ms. Duque: As soon as we received the picture, what I did was I approached Envera. I was very strong on my emails as you will be able to see and I requested for  them, number 1, there is no reason for the sign to be installed the way it was installed. When she came in that same morning, she noticed that both arms on 93rd entrance, they were in the up position. What she thought was, ok, we have to service those gates. Remember that the gates are not being serviced by Envera, they are being serviced by another company. Kevin came immediately. He comes like in ten or fifteen minutes  always. To our surprise, when he came, the gates, it was not the gates, it was actually a malfunction on the camera. Envera decided to put them in the up position.
Ms. Lora; He tried to reset them and work with them to see if he could get them but they were locked by Envera.
Ms. Duque: We incurred a service call. It was $205 which is being attached to my Envera which was they needed to reimburse us for this cost. Once again, they sent an email apologizing for those two issues the sign and the arms. They will cover that amount. We thanked Envera for doing that but I think the point here is I don't know if there is anything that we can do in terms of the legal side. We recently amended the contract because I requested a credit for the services that were not being provided. We also changed the monthly payment because once again services in terms of what they are providing and the changes that were requested by the town of Cutler Bay brought the amount lower. We did the amendment with Michael and Vanessa's office worked with myself. We have the addendum ready. It is already executed. We can terminate the contract. The point is we need to give at some point an ultimatum. This is constant. This is every week Jennifer, Michele and myself are involved.
Ms. Lora: Yesterday we had another gate strike and when I come in the morning, I saw the arm outside. I didn't have a report so we emailed them again and they were like, oh, we didn't have a report but they have to be on top of it. They have sensors on
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these arms so this way we can be efficient and we can fix the arms as soon as they do get hit.
Ms. Duque: It needs to be perhaps call them and make sure they are here during our next meeting and be very straight, that is what I am thinking. It is going to be up to you. We can call Nathan and ask him to be present at our next meeting, express to him this needs to end because it is just silly things. I told him this is part of the process that we have, it should be followed. It is not that difficult. If an arm is broken, send a report. If they have to do something with the equipment we understand, they need to advise us, not to stay quiet and us trying to figure it out what is going on.
Ms. Harris: This is what we talked about before the meeting as well. It is very weak that we are constantly saying who does this type of work. It is common sense that they are missing. Nathan comes in and talks nice to us but I am tired of being talked nice to. I want action.
Ms. Lora: To make matters funnier, the sign that they are covering with the delineator is their own sign.
Ms. Jo: Unfortunately, people don't care. I just come here to put up the sign.
Ms. Lora: Technically that was the technician's attitude and when I brought it up to him and I was like hey, did you realize that the pole is not high enough?
Ms. Harris: I would like to give some type of ultimatum to Envera at this point that we are done as a Board. It has been over a year. Even the locks that we have had to put on there, some were tampered, broke in so we had to put locks in. When we asked for the tape because we under record, we don't have that one. You are supposed to have that.
Ms. Duque: If that is the direction from the Board, I will reach out to them and ask them to be present. I will follow whatever the Board of Supervisors believe is the best.
Ms. Jo: Nathan needs to be here. In this case we give them an ultimatum but what is our other alternative?
Ms. Harris: We have to find someone else.
Ms. Steinerts: You would have to find another company and then provide the notice to terminate the contract.
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Ms. Jo: My question in this case, are we going to go through the whole thing because we need to change systems?
Ms. Duque: I think it is better to leave it on the record to show that we are going through a certain process so we have all of those items correct.
Ms. Navarette: We have some companies that are interested in having business with us, with all the CDD's. We have been reaching out to different companies that are getting into the game. Envera has, what do you call it but there is other good companies there.
Ms. Duque: D&L which is a company that is providing now only gate/arm services. We can try all of that too but I think the best thing is to bring them here to the meeting too. Ms. Rodriquez: I apologize because I can only hear some of you. I hear an echo.
My question is I remember that part of our contract, we have to remain with them for a certain amount of time because of the equipment involved and if we were to terminate earlier we have significant fees too. I remember that if we terminate for cause that situation is waived. Do we have information on that? I realize Michael is not there today and he was the one that is most familiar with that contract. There has been a number of issues. There has been a significant number of emails going back and forth trying to get them to remedy their situation.
Ms. Steinerts: It sounds to me that you have a record of that and if you have been discussing these at the meetings, the meeting minutes as well. There is a record but I think going forward we should keep as much information as possible.
Ms. Rodriquez: Do we not have the requirements to put them on notice and send them written notice of you are underperforming, you are doing this or that so that we can have a record that are communicating that with them in a more formal manner?
Ms. Steinerts: I don't know what the contractual term that you are required to remain in the contract before terminating and I don't know how long the system has been in there. It is hard for me to answer whether or not you could just provide a straight notice of termination versus for cause. We would have to look at the contract. I think that after the next meeting you will have an idea as to what direction to go in. If we need to provide a written notice under the terms of the contract that could be done by the District Manager

as well. We would have to make sure that any notices, emails have been going to the appropriate place.
Ms. Duque: They have. In a few words Elaine I think they have not come from the District attorney per se, but for sure they have been from myself. I have been copying all of this to Michele and Jennifer as well.
Ms. Harris: We have had several conference calls where we have talked about putting them on notice to terminate for cause.
Ms. Duque: From those conference calls we have backed it up with emails too. In terms of written notices, not that formal but at the same time there has been certain communication between the proper parties. I do believe this is something we will look into for the next meeting as well.
Ms. Steinerts: If the contract specifies that a particular written notice has to go to a particular party, then we can do that.
Ms. Harris: Alright so we will bring Nathan to the next meeting.
Ms. Rodriquez: The other thing I want to add to that with Envera, do you have them in other Districts? Is our experience similar to other Districts? Are you familiar with this type of behavior of them elsewhere?
Ms. Duque: Yes, Elaine we have had experiences, a couple of issues in another District. The name of the District is Coral Bay. I do believe that as soon as they present the issue, they come back and they fix it. I don't know, I am not very involved with that District. I would be more than glad to get more information but I do know that the Board of Supervisors for that District works very close with Envera. As soon as they have the issue, it is resolved. I haven't seen any other, let's say consequences. Andy is telling me right now because she is involved in that District that the Board has spoken about this as well in terms of the Envera services.
Ms. Rodriquez: If I remember correctly at the time that we entered into an agreement with Envera, that there was only two companies that had the experience and the ability to give these services at this time. I realize we are not there yet but if we were to consider other companies, are you familiar with any other company that can offer these services?

Ms. Duque: Yes, we do. At this point I think this is a new, let's say generation for cameras and gates because during this past year there has been a lot of technology that has changed that industry to a certain level. In terms of experience I will talk about one which is actually D & L, the one that is currently providing services to the District. I am familiar with them since a couple of years. They were running another company that I don't know what the status of that company is and this person separated from the company and opened his own company which is Kevin. He is right now providing the services for the arms. The services we have never had any issues. I guess yes there is. I can certainly talk aboutD & L because of the current experience that we are having with them. As Andy has stated too, there is other companies out there that we can reach out to if that is going to be the direction from the Board.
Ms. Harris: I think the first thing we need to do at this point is bring Nathan back in and tell him this is it, we are done.
Ms. Duque: Perfect. Anything else on the gates? Ms. Lora: Nothing else.

	Field Manager - Monthly Report

Ms. Duque: Andy could you please help us with the report?
Ms. Navarette: Good morning. For this landscape report, we had pest control, we have been detailing the beds. The clubhouse, I know you guys must notice the beautiful new plant material by Tony's Landscape. Succulents, they're so beautiful. He also repaired the irrigation close to the roundabout. When you get out of the clubhouse you had one section that was dry. He had to repair and now he fertilized the grass and it is coming back so that was repaired. Also, at the last meeting you guys approved to remove the ficus effected. That was removed and the arboricola was installed and looks beautiful. You guys can see the pictures.
Ms. Duque: The ficus remember that we had received a proposal from Tony's Landscape to replace the ficus on our horseshoe and then to install the green arboricola. Because of the amount and we wanted to make sure that we use the money appropriately we started it just by sections. The first section started already. All of the ficus was removed. The green arboricola that was installed, when we were removing there was a
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couple of homeowners saying what are you doing, but they understood the point and now that they are seeing the new plant material, they are happy. Last, we need to state for the record that is District property. That intention is not to create the fence for the residents that is part of the District landscape. The main intention is not to serve as a fence for private purposes. It is looking really beautiful.
Ms. Harris: A couple things on that, I noticed around the big FPL generators we also have the ficus hedge.
Ms. Duque: Yes, that is going to be replaced.
Ms. Harris: That looks horrible too. On the entrance where we had talked about this before, the Christmas lighting to the clubhouse, is he going to still - he is working on that?
Ms. Duque: Yes. Ms. Harris: Ok good.
Ms. Navarette: The lakes are being maintained by Eco Blue and they are looking very good, very healthy. They have been monitoring and they are doing a good job. You have the report from them on the back. Then the holiday lights were removed.
Ms. Duque: In terms of the holiday lighting, I haven't received the last invoice, final payment. You might recall that during the last meeting I talked to the Board and I told them that I believe we need to request a credit. We had a lot of issues this year.
Ms. Jo: Do you have a number in mind that we would like to request because of all the hassle that we incurred at the beginning?
Ms. Duque: I have not received a final invoice.  Let me  receive  the final  invoice and perhaps I can send it to all of you and we can discuss the payment. We can also approach them if you allow me to and request a credit and see what they come back with so we play the game differently. We ask them and then from there we counter offer. We might think $5,000 and come back and say $7,000.
Ms. Jo: Sure.
Ms. Duque: Let's ask them first and then we counter offer if that is going to be the direction from the Board. Let me approach them and I'll bring that back.
Ms. Jo: I feE:I comfortable with that since you have dealt with them for so long and you know them.
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Ms. Duque: They did their best. I think it was beautiful. Ana congratulations. We received a lot of compliments as well for that. Once again there is a couple of things that perhaps the community didn't notice. Maybe the Board didn't notice but I can tell you Ana and myself were on top of that with the small issues that we had and then bigger ones and then the main entrances that were not lit. There was like two, three or four days.
Ms. Lora: There were a couple of days that I came in at 6:30 in the morning and I also found that they had half of the clubhouse off and we were on top of them.
Ms. Duque: Just to finalize the field report, I would like to mention to the Board that we have had very low temperatures during those past days. Most likely that is going to impact our plants. I have been in contact with the horticulture department. We exchanged emails and information about what could happen to the plants. There is some that are starting to show some damage. The turf for example, we are going to be seeing a reddish burgundy color. If that starts happening don't panic, it is going to be part of the process. We are not used to this type of weather and the plant material is going to be affected. We are trying to do everything on our end in terms of when should we irrigate, when we should fertilize. All of those little and small steps that we can do on our side because once again this is nature, we cannot go against it. Some of the palms will be affected to. Hopefully with our big Royal palms we aren't going to have any issues because those are the expensive ones. This is just for the Board to know that this is going to come.

	COD Manager

Ms. Duque: The only thing that I have to report is I have received an email from Mr. Feliz. Just for the record I would like to mention that Bill had to step out. We still have three Board of Supervisors present so we have a quorum. I received an email from Mr. Feliz. Mr. Feliz is one of your residents. Michele is going to help us, she loves to read.
Ms. Harris: Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me and address my questions about Lakes by Bay COD and the Isles at Bayshore Clubhouse. Without having the full history and/or details as to know communities, The Shores II and Shores Ill ended up excluded from the clubhouse mandatory member plans. I'll take this opportunity to briefly make the case that it may be in everybody's best interest to have the most, if not
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all of the Isles of Bayshore owner's members of the clubhouse. Being excluded from the mandatory club member plan may, on the surface, seem like an advantage for excluded owners (non-mandatory member owners). However, and since excluded owners are within the physical boundaries of Isles of Bayshore as I understand it, all owners have a vested interest in making sure the community thrives, grows and appreciates in value. CDD's play a critical role in the process of providing and managing services, resources and infrastructure that contribute to the quality of life and enhance the standards of living for all owners and residents. Excluded owners do pay COD assessments and although such assessments exclude the assessment for the clubhouse the land, the properties, and or the infrastructure in the community are liened and in all likelihood secure the debt issued by the COD. Therefore 100% membership in the clubhouse by all Isles of Bayshore owners, both those owners included in the mandatory plan as well as those excluded from the plan should be of keen interest to all and serve as a common goal for the owners and the COD to achieve. I am certain you and the COD have looked at this matter, done proper due diligence and discussed it with everybody's best interest at heart. I do apologize if it's been fully addressed in the past. Fairness as a basis of setting up the policies and procedures that allow non mandatory members and owners and the public at large to join the clubhouse is quite understandable ~and reasonable. It is also quite understandable and reasonable that policies that can drive clubhouse membership of non-mandatory member owners to maximum levels should also be carefully considered in order to realize maximum revenue. For example, flexible payment plans of the clubhouse annual fee. Like a monthly payment plan for non-mandatory member owners to transition to the start of the COD fiscal year and into its once a year payment requirement as well as other more aggressive policies with practices like pro-ration etc. will encourage and drive membership. This can be accomplished without losing sight of fairness to existing members owners while at the same time balancing efforts and maximizing membership and revenues. After all, non-mandatory member owner's property lie within the boundaries of all the Isles of Bayshore community and in the Lakes by the Bay neighborhood community of Cutler Bay. Clubhouse membership would be viewed as either an obligation or burden or as a favor or privilege but as an asset to benefit all instead. Kind regards. Nathan Feliz.
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Ms. Duque: So as stated by and read by Michele, I talked to Mr. Feliz. I explained to him .how the clubhouse and the membership works with is very familiar for all of you. The clubhouse is open to the public meaning anyone can join the membership and they have to pay as it is being stated by the rules and regulations one payment, one fee at one time for the entire fiscal year. There is no proration. There is no payment plans. That has not been allowed by the Board of Supervisors. It has been discussed before by the Board as well you are trying to give the same - be fair with your current residents and mandatory members of the clubhouse which is you are being assessed through your taxes and is one payment. There is no options for any residents to enter into a payment plan with the District at this point. That is the logic that and the reasoning behind it that is being used before. Now as he has stated and I mentioned to Mr. Feliz, let me bring this to the Board because perhaps they would like to discuss this again. I really don't know how you feel at this moment. You might feel the same. You might have other ideas. He feels that the Shores is still, as you read it, part of the Isles of Bayshore and it is but to the clubhouse action plan and the way Lennar built this clubhouse they are excluded of the membership. They are not mandatory members. They don't have to pay. As he has stated and he expressed to include the Shores as mandatory members of the clubhouse, the action plan was already set up that is not something that we can come back and change it number 1. Number 2, it wouldn't be fair for residents that purchased there because they didn't have to pay for the clubhouse. There is residents and I remember back in one of the conversations that someone said I purchased in that specific community because I knew I didn't have to pay club dues. If I wanted to be part of it, I just have to pay but I don't use it. I don't like the club. So once again there is different opinions. I understand his point but we cannot change what was done already. This is the way the community was built and that was the way the plan was set up since the beginning.
Ms. Lora: The Shores I belongs and the Shores II does not and Shore Ill has I believe four different address that don't and the rest is included.
Ms. Harris: That is odd.
Ms. Lora; It is very odd the way they built it.

Ms. Morales: There is a plan available to anyone. If you want to join, by all means please do. Pay the fee, we are done.
Ms. Jo: If they wanted to.
Ms. Morales: We are not saying you cannot. We can't tailor it to your budget, your needs, and your wants. There are just too many rules already set for reasons. Please join us.
Ms. Harris: If we open it up for one, we have to open it up for everybody. That means everybody outside the Isles of Bayshore too. They get to come to the parties though, right?
Ms. Jo: Technically speaking they shouldn't be coming. Ms. Duque: Only the members of the clubhouse.
Ms. Harris: I feel sorry for him but I do know some people who live in those who are in the section that doesn't have it, but they have paid the $1,500 up front. I think that for those people as well we are now members.
Ms. Lora: I would say there is like less than six people who actually come and pay the annual fee to become members.
Ms. Harris: I appreciate that he wants to come join us, but I don't see where we have a choice other than to keep it as is. I think Dottie stated it the best.
Ms. Jo: He has the choice. If he wants to be here, he pays the membership fee and that is it. He has access.
Ms. Duque: Ok I have direction from the Board. I will make sure I communicate that back to Mr. Feliz.
Ms. Harris: Dottie said it so beautifully but we are so sorry but we can't.
Ms. Duque: Perfect. Thank you so much. Let's move forward then with our workshop section.

Segment II- Workshop Section:
(At this time the Board went into a workshop meeting to discuss the following items. No actions were taken)

	Clubhouse Renovation Update
	Consideration of Proposal from Ortiz Construction Services for Electrical Installation
	Consideration of Proposal from Mobile Window Tinting for Clubhouse Tinting
	Consideration of Proposal from The Fitness Solutions, Inc. for Gym Equipment Parts and Installation
	Clubhouse Cabinets Restoration Discussion
	Discussion on Any other Project and Workshop Items



SEGMENT Ill:
FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Authorization	or	Approvals
Requiring Board Action for Items Discussed During Workshop
Ms. Duque: We are back at our regular meeting. Segment Ill is authorization and approvals requiring Board action for items discussed during workshop section. The first item I will need a motion from the Board to approve the estimate from FCC Carpentry and General Painting, LLC in the amount of $7,822.55 for the window tinting. There was a direction from the Board to change the tint 15% to 35%. Motion will take place.
On MOTION by Ms. Jo seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor accepting the proposal from FCC Carpentry and General Painting, LLC in the amount of $7,822.55 for window tinting was approved.


Ms. Duque: The next item is direction from the Board for Ana to work together with Jen and also reach out to Chantel in terms of the gym equipment. The direction from the Board at this point is get proposals to lease the equipment. The next item is direction from the Board to once again remind the residents that there is no personal training allowed at any of the facilities unless they have an existing agreement with the District. A personal training sign needs to be installed in the gym that stipulates that no personal training is allowed. Also, to make sure that we follow up with Chantel that she is getting
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all of her license and everything so that we can enter into an agreement with the District. Once again, no training is allowed. We need to make sure the clubhouse staff enforces these rules. The next item is I will need a motion from the Board a not to exceed $2,000 to purchase a new TV screen for the inside cameras being installed at the front desk.

On MOTION by Ms. Morales seconded by Ms. Harris with all in favor authorizing a not to exceed amount of $2,000 to purchase a new TV screen for inside camera at the front desk was approved.


Ms. Duque: Jen you can move forward with that. Keep me posted. The next item is we did a field trip to check our snack and soda machine to see if we can change them from their location. Direction from the Board is to leave it as it is. Jen make sure the residents know when they rent that space that they are an eyesore. The next item is for Jen to get together with Dorothy and continue getting some estimates to clean the AC. The next item is direction from the Board for Jennifer to work together with Michele in terms of the clubhouse furniture and decoration. You guys will bring us some beautiful ideas for our next meeting. The next item is a direction from the Board for Ana to work together with Juliana in terms of the landscape lights at the entrance of the community and also for Jordan to revise the proposal approved by the Board, work together with Jennifer for the landscape lights at the clubhouse. The next item is for Jennifer to make sure to bring some proposals to repair the pool. Get proposals from different vendors and make sure we are also get proposals for clubhouse pool maintenance, regular maintenance. The Board would like to see other proposals and revisit the existing agreement that we have with Blue Magic. The next item was the one made by Ana in terms of the use of the facilities for the property managers. Once again, the property uses the clubhouse facilities in terms of meetings when they have resident HOA meetings. If they need to meet with any resident here for payments that is also allowed but the District or the clubhouse staff will not be responsible for payments received at the clubhouse for HOA dues. Also, for Jen to make sure we have the update information in terms of property managers and make sure we can provide that information to any resident if there's any questions asked of her at the club.
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
	Approval of Check Run summary
	Balance Sheet and Income Statement

Ms. Duque: The next item is the financial reports. Tab A is approval of the check run summary. Tab B is balance sheet and income statement. Unless there is any questions about those a motion to approve will take place.

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Jo with all in favor the check run summary, balance sheet and income statement were approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests and
Audience Comments
Ms. Duque: Is there any Supervisors requests? Not hearing any. Just for the record there is no audience present at this time. Motion to adjourn will take place.


EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment

On MOTION by Ms. Harris seconded by Ms. Morales with all in favor the meeting was adjourned.
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